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Masthead 
Vision is published bi-monthly and pays .005 (one half) cent per word. I 
will be happy to look at any articles that will help writers.  We pay one 
half cent per word for material. 

Guidelines for Vision 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an 
upcoming issue, feel free to drop a line to either of the editors below.  We 
look forward to hearing from you! 
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margaretfisk@comcast.net  
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About This Issue 

Issue # 31 

January/February 

2006 

 

Welcome to the first issue of our sixth year in production.  My apologies for being 

a couple days late.  This is the issue that almost wasn't.  A number of problems 

arose since the last issue, but we've pulled through and we have a new and 

exciting issue for you!  Among the many gems in this issue you'll find wonderful 

advice from Jerry D. Simmons -- someone who knows exactly what he's talking 
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about when it comes to looking at a career in writing --as well as pointers on 

including poetry in prose books by Jessica Corra Tudor, and a look at technology 

and writers by Mary Winter, in the first of her three article series.   

I have abandoned the idea of themes for this issue, and I may forgo them for 

future issues as well.  I would like to have more articles on writing techniques.  

Vision has always been about writers helping other writers.  Sharing what you 

know, and what tricks have worked for you, is what keeps this ezine going.  

Please consider submitting work to us for future issues.   

I'm also always happy to hear from readers who enjoy Vision.  It's nice to know 

when you find something that is helpful.  Suggestions for future articles is also 

welcome! 

Good luck with your writing in 2006! 

Upcoming Themes: 

Remember that theme articles are only a small part of the issue, and I always 

need articles on other aspects of writing.  Please submit material!  We are open 

to writers at all levels of publication, and I'm as likely to publish a new author as a 

known one. 

March/April (Deadline March 10th) -- Writing Nonfiction

Overall, the nonfiction market pays far better than fiction. But how can you 

tap into this source?  What are the differences and how do you market
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yourself? 

May/June (Deadline April 10th) -- Creating Descriptions

Do you have a favorite bit of description from a book you've read?  Why not 

analyze why it works for you? Or write about how description works, and 

how to create it. 

July/August (Deadline June 10th) -- What are The Rules? And when can 

you break them?

Don't use 'ly' words, don't write partial sentences, don't ... there are dozens of

rules we see in writing all the time.  What are they? Why do they work, and 

when don't they? 

September/October (Deadline August 10th)-- Learning from other 

genres 

Limiting yourself to one genre, both in writing and reading, is ignoring a

treasure trove of helpful information. Your romance might benefit from a little 

mystery, and your science fiction from a little romance.  What can we learn 

from genres outside our own? 

November/December -- Children aren't stupid

Writing for children does not mean 'dumbing down' a story.  Characters, 

experiences, and voice play important roles in children's books.  What are 

some of the tricks that can help adults think like a child again, but

communicate like an adult? 
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From the Editor: 
Welcome to 2006 -- Let the Insanity 
begin! 

  

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2006, Lazette Gifford 

 

Starting a new year is always filled with excitement for me.  I make it a habit of 

finishing everything from the previous year before midnight, December 31st so 

that I can begin the next year with the feeling that I can do anything.  It's a little 

psychological boost that makes me look kindly to the prospect of moving forward. 

This year I've made myself a goal of sending out more of my novel manuscripts.  

It's amazing how that works -- apparently spending long hours writing the beasts, 

and even spending months editing them, is not quite enough.  Somehow 

publishers haven't quite found my gems of writing just by their very existence.  

They seem to think I need to send them the work. 

Setting goals is about looking for ways to improve what you're doing.  I don't 

make outlandish goals that I can't possibly keep.  I don't, for instance, set a goal 

that I will sell something to a publisher.  I have no direct control over what the 

publishers decide and setting goals that are outside my personal control is a way 
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to create failure.  Instead, I set up a goal to get material out to the publishers.  

That's the best I can do. 

My suggestion is that if you set goals and resolutions for the year where it comes 

to writing, don't look at making some extraordinary promise that you can't keep.  

Set good, reachable goals.  Exceed those goals, if possible, but don't set them so 

high (or out of your control) that you are destined for failure.   

Goals can give you the same sort of psychological boast that I get by starting 

each year with a clean slate.  Enjoy the feel of stretching your wings a little... but 

don't leap off a cliff if you aren't yet ready to fly!  

Good luck. And don't forget to have fun! 
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Workshop: 

The Basics of Setting 

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2006, Lazette Gifford 

 

Setting is just the tip of worldbuilding, but it's the first step in creating a believable 

world and one in which your character can interact.  It's the wide brush you use 

to give some structure to your world so that you have direction when you work 

out the details.  Creating a 'setting with character' requires that you be as aware 

of the setting as you are of the characters that walk through it.  It means that 

you're going to do more than just throw a few plants in the corners of a forest, or 

line up box buildings on a street. 

However, even though this is the simple first step for worldbuilding, setting is not 

just the trappings of a world, painted on the background.  Setting includes the 

people and what they have created, the weather and how it affects work, and 

relationships with others outside the immediate location.  Each of these elements 

(as well as the others listed below) is only a ghost of what complete worldbuilding 

will create for your world, but it can help to start you along the right direction. 

Creating a setting can be done for the whole novel at once, or it can be done a 

step at a time for each scene.  Much of it depends on the book in question. 
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Setting is just the tip of the iceberg, though.  Don't forget to dig deeper and find 

the reasons for each choice you make and how it fits into the larger picture. 

You can adapt ideas for cities and villages to other locations.  Ships in a fleet 

might have the same sort of relationships as people in a small town.  Whole 

worlds or small portions of a city can be divided up into sections and the same 

questions applied to each.   Tribes or clans may have distinctive areas of their 

settlements, and subtle changes can help readers anticipate changes in customs 

or behavior without having to explain it all every time a character moves to a new 

area.  

Culture as Personality 

Obviously the culture of the setting will have an effect on not only what the 

characters see, but how the people interact.  A culture in which women are equal 

to men is going to look far different from one in which women live secluded lives.  

A culture in which bravery is praised above education will be different again. 

A culture in which the people escaped from a war between star empires might 

have a strong aversion to building above ground, where their work might be 

seen. 

Question 1: What basic overall influence has gone into creating your 

setting?  How is that influence reflected in the setting, in both physical 

appearance and general atmosphere? 
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Scars 

No setting should be without some sign of previous trouble, because, unless it's a 

brand new settlement just out of the cradle ship, there will be no place with a 

perfect history.  Battles, weather-related disasters, and accidents will all leave 

their marks on your setting.  You can use those scars to bring certain problems to 

light, or to help give history to your characters' work without having to resort to 

info dumps. 

Question 2:  What are the scars on your setting, and what caused them?  

How do your people react to them? 

Status 

Where does your setting fit into the larger universe?  For instance, a capital will 

have an ambience far different from that of a border town always on guard 

against incursions by the people on the other side of the river.  The people in the 

two settings will have different views on everything from foreigners to the people 

in charge.  Even fashion will be different, since those in a capital are apt to be 

influenced by those 'foreign' dignitaries that they mingle with. 

Question 3: Is your setting the location of rich and powerful people, a quiet village 

with everyone working together, or an improvised town where everyone is 

scrambling to survive?  

Population 
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Of course the population of an area has a big effect on the setting.  Places with 

higher populations generally have the ability to designate larger groups to work 

on things that are not necessary to survival.  Large cities have pretty buildings 

and arts because they can afford to support some people working on such 

professions. 

Having such things also makes them more apt to be attacked by others to steal 

their glory.  So a city with fancy buildings and museums must not only have the 

artists, but also the army to protect them... and the workers to feed and clothe 

them all.  Survival is always the first priority.   

Question 4: What is the general population of the setting for your story?  

Consider this not just as a number function, but a relative function as well.  

One hundred people on a small ship can be far more trouble to maintain 

than 1,000 people in a small village. 

Weaknesses 

Just like a person, every setting should have a weakness or two.  It might be 

evident in the rundown buildings or in the marching patrols of the night guard 

who never ask why you are out on the street.  Weakness might be shown in the 

fallen walls of a city, or in the over-work of an engineering crew on a ship. 

Weaknesses can appear in a number of areas, which can mirror each other.  The 

crumbling infrastructure of a city might be mirrored in the destitute state of the 

rulers, who dress in the moth-eaten finery of another time. 
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Question 5:  What are the weaknesses within your setting and how did they 

come about?  Are the people aware of the weaknesses, blind to them, or 

worried about them? 

Relationships 

Like those within a family, your setting and others nearby will have relationships 

that have a big effect on the background.   Does your city have an adverse 

relationship with the capital of the country?  Does it harbor malcontents and 

rebels? 

Is there a sister city with which it is particularly close, perhaps sharing some 

mutual history where they fought off an enemy together?  Or perhaps one is the 

colony of another. 

Question 6:  What are the relationships within and outside the setting that 

help to define it? 

Weather 

Of course the weather has a big influence on a world; so much so that 

sometimes it's easy to forget it even exists.  We brush it off by including in our 

stories a hot day, or rain... but there are degrees between these extremes (no 

pun intended), and weather does not just change on a whim. 

Weather is influenced by location (among other things), and buildings are 

influenced by weather. 
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Question 7: What is the general weather pattern for your setting?  What 

extremes might affect your story? 

Emotions 

Think of the emotional impact of a setting as a combination of the outward 

facades of inanimate objects, the impact of the weather, and the moods of the 

people who live there.  In some ways it could almost be considered a psychic 

emanation -- the way in which a group of people in a given area seem to fall into 

the same mindset and moods. 

Rage and despair can be evident in a war-torn city.  Suspicion and peace might 

be part of a small town setting and not be at odds with each other.  You can set 

the 'emotional' ambience to heighten the tension in scenes. 

Question 8:  What is the emotional impact that the background has on your 

setting and scene? 

  

If your character is going to travel from one place to another, he might take notice 

of differences not only in place, but in feel.  Adjusting to one or the other might 

even be a problem.  Conflict again. Always look for the places where you can 

add in conflict. 

A setting can add mood to a story. Poe is a good example of a writer who used 

the setting to add mood.  One well known example of the setting conveying mood 
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is the opening to The Fall of the House of Usher, where the narrator describes 

his first view of the 'melancholy House of Usher.'  By today's standards, the 

opening is over-written, filled with repetition and rambling... but it still conveys an 

atmosphere of gloom: 

During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of the year, 

when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens, I had been passing 

alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country; and at length 

found myself, as the shades of the evening drew on, within view of the 

melancholy House of Usher.  I know not how it was -- but, with the first glimpse of 

the building, a sense of insufferable gloom pervaded my spirit.  I say insufferable; 

for the feeling was unrelieved by any of that half-pleasurable, because poetic, 

sentiment, with which the mind usually receives even the sternest natural images 

of the desolate or terrible.  I looked upon the scene before me -- upon the mere 

house, and the simple landscape features of the domain -- upon the bleak walls -

- upon the vacant eye-like windows -- upon a few rank sedges -- and upon a few 

white trunks of decayed trees -- with an utter depression of soul which I can 

compare to no earthly sensation more properly than to the after-dream of the 

reveler upon opium -- the bitter lapse into everyday life -- the hideous dropping 

off of the veil. 

It would be hard to find a published author today as heavy-handed in her 

approach as Poe was in this... and yet Poe did write something that has found its 
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way into the classics category.  If nothing else, you cannot say that the setting of 

The Fall of the House of Usher is unnoticeable. 

Something in a more modern vein is C.J. Cherryh's opening to her novel Pride of 

Chanur.  In this piece the setting is heavy on worldbuilding, less on atmosphere -

- but it can still be felt in this opening: 

There had been something loose about the station dock all morning, skulking in 

amongst the gantries and the lines and the canisters which were waiting to be 

moved, lurking wherever shadows fell among the rampway accesses of the many 

ships at dock at Meetpoint. 

Characters work with the setting.  They either fit into it or they are alien to it, and 

which you choose will be important in how you shape your character.  Characters 

interact with the setting as much as they do with the plot and other characters.  

You can, in fact, use your setting as another character, one that is implacable 

and without reason. 

However you use it, setting is just the tip of worldbuilding.  This is just the little 

edge you need to decide if your characters work in the background that you 

imagine for them.  It's the outer image that we see, but in order for it to work, you 

will need to dig deeper, look at each of your choices, and ask why it works this 

way.  
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Space Cowboy: An Interview with Justin 

Stanchfield 

Interviewed by Lazette Gifford 
© 2006, Lazette Gifford 

 

Justin Stanchfield is a talented and eclectic 

writer who is as equally at home with 

children's stories as with gritty science 

fiction and fantasy tales.  His work has 

appeared in such diverse venues as Boy's 

Life, Cicada, Sofa Ink Quarterly and 

Ideomancer -- and he has upcoming stories 

in Black Gate and Aeon.  His sf and fantasy 

stories blend realistic characters with well-imagined locales and fascinating plots 

that place his characters in positions of danger and decision. Do they rise to the 

challenge? Read a few of his stories and find out how a master storyteller crafts 

a tale. 

Justin is a long-time moderator at Forward Motion for Writers where, besides 

creating the daily writing exercises, he shares his knowledge about the skills 

needed to successfully place stories. He also answers questions about writing for 

the young adult and children's markets. 
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In real life, Justin lives on a cattle ranch in Montana with his wife and children 

and an unnamed number of cattle.  His life on the cattle ranch has lent his work a 

unique perspective on life and the use of technology. It has also given him a 

sense of character introspection that is often missing in modern science fiction 

and fantasy. 

Visit Justin's website at http://www.sff.net/people/justinvs 

  

Vision: Tell us about your publications!  What have you got out at the moment 

and where can we find it? 

I’m sort of between publications at the moment. It seemed like 2005 was a good 

year for stories that had been sitting at one magazine or another to finally appear 

in print. In fact, some of my highest-profile appearances were last year, including 

a novelette in the June issue of Cicada. I haven’t counted lately, but I’ve had over 

eighty stories published in one place or another. Back issues are still available for 

Black Gate #8 http://www.blackgate.com/bg/issue8.htm and Aeon #5 

http://www.aeonmagazine.com/currentissue.html . I even had a short story 

reprinted by the Russian magazine Esli Fantastika, which is the first time any of 

my fiction has ever been translated into another language.  Also, the inaugural 

issue of Sofa Ink Quarterly that just came out in December has a story of mine. 

It’s always fun to have a story appear in a first issue! There are also quite ezines 

with stories archived, such as this one at Dark Energy: 
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http://www.darkenergysf.com/stories/GrayFootpaths.htm , and also a couple 

stories for sale at www.fictionwise.com .  

Vision: What genres do you write in, and why? And would you like to try your 

hand at any others? 

I tend to switch back and forth between science 

fiction and fantasy, with the occasional foray into 

dark fantasy – I’m never quite sure where the 

drawing line between ‘dark fantasy’ and ‘horror’ is. 

I also write a lot of action/adventure for kids, which 

is fun. My first published story, in fact, was an 

aviation adventure that ran in Boys’ Life. I love 

history, especially the Bronze Age and Neolithic 

periods, and one of these days I intend to try my 

hand at historical fiction, though it might be tough keeping the speculative 

elements out. Seems every idea I have winds up with some weird angle 

attached.  

Vision: Who has influenced your writing?  

Everybody. I try to steal from the best! <G> I’m kind of an obsessive reader. I find 

an author I like and then read everything I can find of theirs, at least until I get 

hooked on somebody else. I have entire bookcases filled with C. J. Cherryh, 

Anne McCaffrey, Heinlein, Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Ray Bradbury, and 
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Ernest K. Gann, who wrote the novels ‘Masada’ and ‘The Aviator.’ Not that you 

could tell it from my own writing, though. Those people know what they’re doing. I 

just blunder along and occasionally luck into something that seems to work. Right 

now I’ve been reading a lot of S.L Veihl, Jack McDevitt and Robert Metzgar.  

The original Star Trek series was also an influence, though in a round-about way, 

since I never actually saw an episode when it was in production, but only knew it 

from the James Blish adaptations that Bantam put out in the seventies. Those 

scripts, presented in short story form, gave me access to a lot of great writers I 

might never have otherwise encountered, especially as an eleven year-old. 

Writers like Robert Bloch and Theodore Sturgeon. While my schoolmates had 

football players as their childhood idols, mine were Harlan Ellison and David 

Gerrold! 

Vision: How have cattle ranching and the area in 

which you live affected you as a writer? 

It probably seems like a strange juxtaposition, a 

cattle rancher who writes science fiction and 

children’s stories on the side. I know I get a lot of 

strange looks when people find out I write, and even 

stranger looks when I tell them what genre I work in! 

But, I can’t imagine doing anything else. And yes, 

ranching has definitely influenced my writing. Some of the stories I’ve done, such 

as “Looking For Charlie” which ran in Boys’ Life, or “They Call It Rodeo” in Sofa 
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Ink Quarterly, are based on things that happened here on the place. But it’s 

influenced me in a lot of other ways, too, such as knowing how to deal with harsh 

environments or adapt new technologies into old niches. And of course, working 

with livestock, especially horses, makes it easy to add little touches of realism to 

stories set in pre-industrial worlds, or even distant futures where travel is 

primarily by horseback. There are more subtle things too. Living in the mountains 

helps keep things in perspective, the sense that the world is far vaster than what 

we sometimes perceive, and that, despite all of humanity’s accomplishments and 

blunders, we’re still pretty insignificant against a backdrop like this.  

  

Vision: Do you see the Internet as a good tool for upcoming writers? How should 

they be using it, if it is? 

Definitely! The Internet, for all its faults, is an incredible resource, especially if 

you live somewhere isolated, or have difficulty using more traditional research 

methods. It’s so easy – almost too easy, sometimes – to find quick facts or 

figures on some minor little problem that you might otherwise let slide or cut from 

the story. I live forty miles from the nearest public library, so you can imagine 

how often I use Google. And, of course, there are so many writing related sites 

online, places like Forward Motion or Ralan.com, that an Internet connection has 

become practically indispensable.  
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Writing is, by its nature, an isolating endeavor, and having a sense of community 

with other writers, somewhere to trade ideas or just complain about things non-

writers don’t understand, can make a lot of difference. I wasn’t on-line when I 

started writing, and for the first couple of years I honestly thought I was the only 

person in the world getting as many rejection slips as I did. It was a revelation 

when I finally did get connected and discovered rejection was the norm even for 

experienced authors. And then, of course, there’s email. It’s hard to imagine that 

even as recently as six or seven years ago, most dealings with editors and 

publishers were handled by post office, and any exchange might take weeks, not 

hours or days, to handle. 

Obviously, there are caveats, too. There aren’t any fact-checkers on the Internet, 

and an awful lot of erroneous information is lurking out there for the unwary. And, 

despite the sense of comradeship that most of us share, sooner or later, if you 

post to message boards or chat-rooms, disagreements will arise. Flame-wars, in 

my estimation, are quite possibly the most outlandish waste of time a writer can 

engage in. Rather than sitting down and working, you suddenly find yourself 

arguing with someone you have never met, probably never will meet, and 

absolutely have no chance of changing their mind. And, even on the best of sites, 

the occasional troll wanders in, someone willing to shoot their mouth off just to 

stir up controversy then hide behind the anonymity the net offers. Take it from 

someone who has had his share of heated discussions, flame wars are about as 

productive as shouting at the wind.  
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Vision: Do you find belonging to Forward Motion, and helping to moderate the 

site, has helped you with your own writing? 

Absolutely. Being a moderator at Forward Motion has been a big plus for my own 

writing. A lot of the questions I’ve been asked as a moderator have made me 

back up and examine things I might have taken for granted. The on-line classes 

I’ve taught have been especially invaluable. It’s amazing how much you do 

without really thinking, such as your approach to description or plot construction. 

Explaining to others why you do certain things a certain way forces you to look at 

your methods and technique, and invariably improve them. And, of course, there 

are those daily exercises. You’d be amazed how many plot ideas I’ve come up 

with while trying to figure out what the next day’s 

installment will be! 

Vision: Has writing changed who you are or how 

you see the world? Are there themes that matter 

most to you?  

I’m sure it has. To write effectively, you need to 

be honest, both with your potential readers and 

with yourself. I once had an editor reject a 

manuscript with the words ‘Dig deeper.’ At the 

time, I was confused by the response, because I 

thought what I had written was good, and on the surface it probably was, but it 

lacked emotional depth. So, I went back to work and wrote a story that exposed 
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some of my childhood fears, things I probably wouldn’t have acknowledged 

otherwise. And, that story sold.  

I can’t really say if there are themes I consciously try to express, but it seems like 

a lot of my stories involve personal responsibility, or characters struggling to ‘do 

the right thing.’ Then again, that’s probably the most common theme in all of 

literature, so apparently I’m in good company. I also like to explore themes that 

involve frontiers, no doubt a by-product of where I live, and time-travel is 

something I’ve returned to over and over. The idea of being able to step into the 

past, and possibly change the present, for better or worse, is to me an idea that 

is practically inexhaustible. 

Vision: When did you know you wanted to be a writer? Has your career 

progressed the way you thought it would? 

I remember as a little boy, maybe four or five years old, sitting on my mom’s lap 

and dictating a ‘book’ to her, so I guess I was bitten by the writing bug early, 

though I don’t recall any single defining moment. I’m a member of the notoriously 

bad local theater group, the Crazy Coyote Players. We put on a couple plays 

every year to raise money for the grade school, and to save money on royalty 

fees my brother Matthew and I started writing the plays we use. From there it 

was just a hop, skip and a jump to short stories. I did take a correspondence 

course from the Institute of Children’s Literature, and that made a tremendous 

difference. My instructor, Mary C. Ryan, who has had books made into television 
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movies for Disney, really taught me how to structure a short story. In fact, my first 

sale was a class project, which she prompted me to submit to Boys’ Life. 

I can’t really say that my career has progressed the way I expected. Nine years 

ago, after that first sale, if you had asked me what I thought the future held I 

would have had a totally different answer. I made four pro sales that year, two to 

Boys’ Life, one to Cricket and one to a magazine Algys Budrys was editing 

which, sadly, folded before my story ran. Maybe that made it seem too easy, 

because I actually expected to go from there to selling to the big SF magazines, 

and then straight into novels. Now, almost a decade later, I have yet to sell 

anything to one of the digests, such as Analog or Asimov’s, and while I’ve written 

six novels, I seriously doubt any of them will ever see print. Still, I’ve had my 

share of good luck, so I’m not complaining.  

Vision: Are there common mistakes you see new 

writers making? What suggestions would you give 

them?  

Probably the biggest mistake I notice new writers 

making is using the too-formal style taught in 

school. It works fine for business letters or reports, 

but not for fiction. Fiction has to flow naturally, and 

it takes a lot of practice to make your narrative 

seem effortless. Of course, everyone has to 

develop their own style, but there is no substitute for reading, both in and out of 
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the genre you want to write. Compare your own work to the writers you enjoy, 

really examine it down to a sentence by sentence level, and see how it stacks up. 

Lately, I’ve been listening to a lot of audiobooks, and that has made me take yet 

another look at my own stuff. One of the best ways to gauge your work is to read 

it out loud. The ear can pick up clinkers the eye quite often misses. 

When I first began submitting stories, the advice I was given was to send a 

manuscript to the best paying market, and when rejected there, send it to the 

second best market and continue to work your way down the list. I no longer do 

this. While the ‘top-down’ system does make sure your work is seen by a lot of 

editors, the cost of doing it that way mounts up pretty quickly. My own approach 

is to send a new story to one or two of the big magazines, the ones whose 

guidelines best fit that particular story, and if it doesn’t sell there, rather than 

waste time and money sending it to the other pro markets, I will look for a semi-

pro magazine where it has a better chance of selling. Otherwise, any profit the 

story might eventually make is eaten up long before it ever sells.  

Vision: What is your average day like? Do you write every day? 

One nice thing about ranching is that there is no such a thing as a typical day. 

You never know from one moment to the next what’s going to happen! Of course, 

that also means it’s hard to keep any kind of a schedule. But, I still write at least 

an hour every night. For me, this means getting up around midnight or one 

o’clock and working until about three AM. During this time, I work strictly on 

writing, either the current work-in-progress, or revisions, and not let myself get 
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distracted into research or answering email or any of the thousand other things 

that can divert a writer from actually getting something done.  

Vision: You’ve cracked some big magazine markets like Boy’s Life. What’s the 

secret? What would you recommend to writers interested in placing stories in big 

name magazines? 

I wish I knew what the secret is, because God knows I would put it to better use! 

Sales seem to come in streaks, followed by long dry spells. Why this is, I have no 

idea, but it’s something other writers have noticed as well. And, quite often the 

stories I’ve liked the most when I wrote them weren’t the ones that sold to the big 

magazines. Still, looking back, the ones that did manage to get into the bigger 

markets were stories that had a deep emotional content, that old ‘dig deeper’ 

factor rearing its ugly head once more. <G> 

Vision: Can you give a few pointers on the 

differences in writing for children, young adult 

and adult markets? 

Outside of content, the biggest difference in 

writing for the various age groups is length. 

Contrary to what most people might expect, 

writing for children is actually more challenging 

than writing for adults. A typical kid’s story will 

run below two thousand words, and might even be limited to a thousand words or 
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less. Literally, every word has to count. Young adult markets offer a little more 

leeway as far as length and subject matter are concerned, though they still 

generally ask for more compact stories than you might find in a mainstream 

magazine. Stylistically, I really don’t adjust how I write when I’m working on 

something for younger readers. Kids are smart, a lot smarter than we give them 

credit, and quite often they pick up subtle things in a story or book that an adult 

might miss. I’m constantly amazed when I listen to my daughter (she’s in the 

fourth grade) explain the books she is reading, and how deeply she gets into the 

story. 

Of course, not every topic interests every age group, and that is probably the key 

to writing for kids. Reach back and remember what you were interested in as a 

ten year-old, or a twelve-year old, or a teenager, and try to write with that in mind. 

One guideline I’ve always tried to hold is to never write something for a particular 

age group that I would not have read when I was that same age.  

Vision: You've also made sales to some small press companies.  Tell us about 

those stories, and if you like working with the small press companies. 

I love the small press. Small press editors are publishing their magazines, 

whether print or electronic, as works of love. And this love, this excitement about 

the project, filters into the writer/editor relationship. The downside of having work 

appear in a small press publication, obviously, is that it won’t be seen by a large 

audience, and won’t be considered for awards or reprints in ‘year’s best’ 

anthologies. To me, this is a minor concern. I know some writers who would 
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rather not have a story published at all than to sell it to a semi-pro magazine or 

small press anthology, but I’m definitely not one of them.  

Vision: What do you have coming out that we should look for? What sort of 

things do you plan, or hope, to write in the future?  

I should have a story in Aberrant Dreams http://www.hd-

image.com/aberrant_dreams/ sometime this month, as well as one in 

Neometropolis. http://www.neometropolis.com/ I also have stories pending at 

Black Gate and Interzone, but have no idea when they might run. 

For the foreseeable future, I hope to just keep plugging away at this craziness. 

Occasionally, I get fed up with the constant string of rejections and decide to 

hang up my spurs, but come that midnight; I wake up anyhow and wind up back 

at the keyboard. The same goes for novels. Every time I finish one, I tell myself 

‘No more! Stick to short stories that at least have a chance of selling.’ But then, 

eventually, I get an itch to try my hand at another one, so I probably will start a 

new novel this year, though whether it will be aimed at adults or kids I haven’t 

decided yet. One thing I am actively trying to do is force myself to write stories 

under 6000 words, because there are so many more markets available for that 

length. The problem is, for me anyhow, the natural length of most story seems to 

hover between 7000 and 9000 words, and that really limits how many magazines 

are willing to look at it. Maybe I just need to practice shutting up more. 
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Vision: Thank you for taking this time for this interview. Any last words you'd like 

to say to our readers?  

Just thank you. Thank you not only for interviewing me (this really has been a 

thrill) but for putting up with me as a moderator at Forward Motion! <G> 

Visit Justin's website at http://www.sff.net/people/justinvs 
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A Writer's Dream 

By Jerry D. Simmons,  
Author and former executive with The Time Warner Book Group 
© 2006, Jerry D. Simmons 

 

Michael Smith had a dream: he wanted to be a writer. Writing had always been a 

hobby that he now wanted to turn into a career. He'd been writing stories since 

high school and finally decided it was time to get serious. Life was passing him 

by and he did not want to end up wondering, "What if?" So he began to take the 

craft seriously. He attended workshops, joined a couple of writing groups, and 

began sharing his stories with an online critique group.  

When his confidence and skill level reached the point where he was beginning to 

see real progress, he decided it was time to search for an agent. He began 

asking questions and soon discovered that the query letter could be as daunting 

as the novel itself. Eventually he conquered the concept and found an agent who 

believed in him and his writing. He was on his way. After three long, hard years 

of constant writing, attending seminars, and regular meetings with his writing 

groups, he was confident he was on the verge of becoming a published author.  

But, had he done everything he could have? Was he ready for what was ahead? 

He'd spent countless hours in front of his computer; he'd completed three novels 

and was in the middle of the fourth; the feedback from his critique group was 

encouraging and he found an agent he trusted. The first part of his job was over. 
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He'd worked hard to improve his craft to the point where an agent felt he had 

what it took to land a contract. So what else was there? You're about to find out! 

After a dozen or so rejections, Michael's agent landed a one-book contract with 

an option for a second. He was ecstatic! He was going to become a published 

writer! The advance wasn't enough to allow him to quit his full-time job, but he 

was confident. His writing began to consume him, it became more important than 

ever, and his goal was within reach. He soon received a phone call from his 

editor. They enjoyed a rather lengthy conversation and he was relieved to 

discover that his manuscript needed only a few revisions. When he hung up, he 

knew he'd made it! Life was good. 

Several months had gone by since he'd spoken to his editor and Michael 

continued to crank out more writing. He made a couple of phone calls to his 

publisher but was never able to speak directly to his editor. He exchanged emails 

and was assured his book would be published soon. Michael wasn't worried; he 

had complete faith. His job was to continue to write, which he did with such 

enthusiasm that he was certain he'd be able to quit his day job and write full-time. 

Dreams do come true. 

Finally, he received an email telling him that his book was about to be published. 

Within a few days he received a copy of his book in the mail with a note telling 

him that he could find copies on store shelves in a few days. He sat down and 

looked his book over closely. There it was, what he had worked so hard to 

accomplish. It had been almost five years, but he achieved his dream of being an 
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author. Now he was ready to sell his other completed manuscripts, which was up 

to number eight, quit his job, and do something he really truly wanted to do with 

the rest of his life. Write. 

The next morning he was first in line when the bookstore opened. But he couldn't 

find his book! He asked at the service desk and they told him it would be arriving 

the following Tuesday. Finally, when the day rolled around, he rushed back to the 

store and found two copies on the shelf. Not much, but a big first step. He 

wanted everyone in the store to know this was his name on the cover, his first 

published book, but instead of shouting it to the world, he walked quietly out of 

the store with a big smile on his face. Confident he was on his way to becoming a 

best selling author when he got home he called his agent to inform him that there 

were seven more completed manuscripts ready to be sold.  

Michael went back to the store every day for a week, sometimes twice a day. He 

was disappointed to find both copies still sitting on the shelf each time he visited. 

After a week he was even more discouraged, but then it dawned on him. The 

book was selling and those were replacement copies! Of course! However, that 

wasn't the case. Those two copies sat on the shelves for about two weeks, then 

one day they were gone. Michael inquired at the service desk and was told there 

were no copies available, but they could order one if he liked. There was no other 

information. 

He phoned his editor and was told he could leave a message. A few days went 

by and the editor didn't call back. Michael sent emails and, after a few more days, 
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received a reply. The book wasn't doing very well and more information would be 

forthcoming. But information was never sent. After several more calls to no avail, 

the bomb was dropped. He received a letter stating that the publisher was not 

interested in picking up his option for a second book. His heart sank! 

His agent assured him not to worry; he'd try to get to the bottom of the situation, 

but whatever the result, there were plenty of publishers. Confidence shaken and 

enthusiasm dampened, Michael returned to his writing and waited for word. It 

never came. Now even his agent stopped returning phone calls and was only 

communicating via email. The messages were all the same: your second 

manuscript is still being shopped. Every effort is being made to find you another 

publisher.  

The hardest part was never knowing what happened to his book and why. It had 

been published, he found it in the bookstores, then suddenly it was gone and that 

was it. At that point Michael faced the tough questions of what do now and where 

to go from here. Was his short-lived dream career abruptly over?  

  

The person in my story does not exist. Michael Smith is a fictional character. 

However, the facts surrounding the story are true. This happens to hundreds of 

authors on a regular basis, and they all ask the same question: how can I find out 

what happened to my book?       
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The answer is, unfortunately, it's too late to find out what happened. Michael 

Smith and the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of writers like him will never know 

because they didn't take the steps to become involved in the process when they 

could have had a chance of knowing what was happening to their books, when, 

and why. Publishing is a multi-faceted process. Books and authors come and go, 

and there are too many stories like Michael's to ever uncover all the nuances to 

the situations that led to his book's seeming failure. However, the character in 

this story did what every other author being published by the larger trade 

companies do, and that is to put on blinders and turn everything over to the 

publisher once that contract is signed. 

There are two very dramatically different requirements to being a successfully 

published author. The first is improving your craft to the point where you can get 

your work published. The second is the one 99% of writers ignore, and that is 

learning the basics of the publishing business. Authors need to know what is 

going on behind the scenes and how they can have a positive impact on the 

decisions surrounding the publication of their book. Without that knowledge you 

have only a slightly better chance of being successful than you do of winning the 

lottery.  

Publishers produce tens of thousands of books a year and there is virtually an 

unlimited supply of new authors and titles available at any given time. It's 

unrealistic to expect publishers to spend time on every single title that is 

published. If you feel your book deserves time because it's better than everyone 
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else's, then your feelings match those of every other writer. The truth is, 

publishers have the same twenty-four hours in a day that everyone else does, 

and they try to manage that time to the best of their ability, just like everyone 

else. Expecting them to rearrange their schedules to spend more time on your 

book just isn't realistic.  

Publishing is the business of producing books to ship to booksellers in quantities 

as large as possible, to generate as much billing as possible, in hopes of selling 

more books than last year and the year before that. Publishers are not lazy. All 

employees of a publishing house have a limited amount of time and resources to 

complete the necessary work for the authors and books that generate the most 

money for the company. The remaining titles on the seasonal list get minimal 

resources devoted to their success.  

Why would any writer spend time, resources, energy, and hope on becoming a 

successful author without learning something about the business of publishing? 

Michael Smith's book was a victim of the process and his own lack of 

understanding of what goes on behind the scenes of the largest publishers in the 

world. It's very important for writers to seek out information about the business 

and begin to learn the secrets of becoming a successfully published author. 

Failure to take this important lesson to heart will affect your career as a writer 

and will put you in the same place as Michael, looking for answers after the fact, 

when it's already too late. Michael Smith had a dream. 
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If you would like to learn more information on how to avoid the mistakes that 

Michael Smith made, visit  Jerry Simmons' 

website:http://www.writersreaders.com. 
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When Goblins Sing:  
Poetry in Prose 

By Jessica Corra Tudor 
© 2006, Jessica Corra Tudor 

 

I recently took my first dip into the wellspring of fantasy's greatest. Yes, I read 

The Hobbit. The foray was an enjoyable one, but distressing at times. Those 

times were particular sections where goblins began singing. Now, I am not here 

to argue that goblins don't sing, but I am a little surprised at Tolkien for what they 

sing. Let us consider. 

Imagine an evil, vile creature that lives in the darkness. This is a goblin. Imagine 

it singing. While you reconcile that idea, I will move on. If the goblins sang things 

like "We hate you all and the world will burn, fear our wrath and meet our scorn," 

well, I might not have a problem. But, no. They have such memorable lines as 

"funny birds that have no wings, oh, what shall we do with the funny little things?" 

Now imagine an evil, vile creature. Hard to do? For me it is, anyway (although 

the few lines he gives them about scorching and burning were more my style). 

Tolkien, what have you done to us? Poetry is a wonderful medium. Poetry within 

books is a wonderful tool. But the purpose of it is not to display your command of 

meter or rhyme. Poetry, like everything else in the novel, should have a purpose 

for being there: either to advance the plot or to enhance our understanding of the 
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characters. Musical theatre uses song at emotional peaks to effectively do the 

latter. Books can too, but only when the songs or poems are used appropriately. 

This is my beef with The Hobbit. 

So, poetry should either advance the plot or enhance the character's depth, 

unless you're Edgar Allen Poe and just care about sounds. But I digress. How 

can one accomplish either of those two purposes? Is it even possible to combine 

mediums? Yes, and here's how.  

So as not to scare you, let's think about just poetry for a minute. What is 

important to poetry? 

Every word counts. In a poem, each word has a meaning, a connotation, and a 

context. All three of these things must work together to convey the poet's exact 

intent. Mixing and matching those three things is what gives depth and breadth to 

a short poem or one that makes use of repetition.  

Poetry is not just from the heart. There is a school of thought that says a poet 

can write whatever she wants as long as it means something to her. I say that's 

only true if the poet is the only person who will ever read the words. Basically, in 

writing a poem, theme and audience are imperative to consider, because 

different people bring different things to the poem in their interpretations and 

readings. 

And yes, rhythm and meter are the essentials of poetry, and, most people would 

say, what define a poem as "not prose." What you do with these facets and how 
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well you do them can make or break your poem, but they alone do not make it 

worthy of the label "good," or even of being in prose. All of these things 

combined, however, can and sometimes will do that. 

Now, let's think about just novels for a minute. What is important to a novel? 

Every scene counts. Do not write an in-depth scene about that innkeeper in the 

tavern if your party leaves the town and he's never seen again. Do write that in-

depth scene between the innkeeper and your main character to show how your 

character handles the problem said innkeeper presents him with. 

Novels are not just from the mind. You can have a great idea but how effectively 

you convey it is the real issue -- is this another way for saying consider the 

audience and theme? You bet. A writer can be a veritable genius, but unless he 

writes in a way that people will understand, no one cares how smart he is. 

Similarly, don't just write to use fifty-cent words. Make your story say something. 

Pacing and perspective and/or voice are the essentials of a novel. They make 

the difference between a good story and a bad story. One story might be boring if 

the writer tries to make it a third-person short story, but wonderful as a first-

person novella.  

The similarities between poetry and prose are the very reason that poetry is 

suited for use within a novel: they are different mediums that seek to accomplish 

basically the same end. If you can write scenes that advance the plot or enhance 

character depth, chances are you can write poems that do so, too. But instead of 
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thinking about a poem from the poet's mindset, consider: whose character am I 

enhancing? How? Why put this poem here?  

The motivation that answers that last question should result from a conscious 

decision. Often you may think, 'because it looks or sounds good.' That is not a 

good enough reason. Unless you can answer it with, 'This ballad shows us 

exactly why Ingrid feels this way about her boyfriend because it mirrors what 

happened between them,' or, 'If the reader doesn't know the words to the song 

Johnny does at karaoke, they'll never know why he gets beat up in the parking 

lot,' then your reason is probably not good enough.  

Remember, though, to keep it in perspective. There's no need to go overboard; 

poetry, like anything luxurious, is best enjoyed in moderation, particularly when 

placed within prose. Otherwise, you may as well just write a long poem instead of 

a novel.  

So, yes, goblins can sing. And maybe by having them sing what they do, Tolkien 

is trying to show us that they are not really that vile and disgusting, or that they 

know how to carry a tune. Or perhaps he's just trying to show us that there is a 

place for poetry in the novel after all.  

Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit. Houghton Mifflin:  ISBN 0-618-00221-9. 
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Writing to the Imagination 

By Kathy Krajco 
© 2006, Kathy Krajco 

 

Art is a medium of communication. Every art form is a language. Each language 

has its possibilities and limitations.  

Novelists work with words. In some ways this art form is the least limited in the 

types of information it can convey. For example, though the visual arts (like 

photography, sculpture, and painting) give us access to the subject's inner 

person, only words can take us right into her head. Yet literature has its 

limitations, too. Since the advent of moving pictures these limitations have 

become a big disadvantage. Unless your novel really gives today's readers 

something more, something worth the effort of reading, they would rather watch a 

movie or television program.  

Therefore, today, novels simply must make readers visualize immediate moment-

to-moment action. Your stage/screen is the image-ination. It's a part of the 

reader's brain you must get and keep control of. By the power of suggestion, 

words paint pictures there. To make readers "get the picture," words must... 

•  be nearly effortless to read  

•  be visual  

• never disrupt the picture by calling attention to themselves  
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To see how important writing this way is, let's consider how much a playwright or 

screen writer shows -- instead of just having some character tell about.  

Offstage and Onstage Action 

On the stage or screen we witness most of the story. Occasionally, some action 

takes place offstage, and we learn of it through hearsay. For example, in Hamlet, 

we don't witness what happens on Hamlet's voyage to England. But we do know 

that Claudius has arranged for his murder there. So, we see Hamlet reach the 

coast, thunder his great soliloquy, and embark. Then, back at the ranch... 

Was Shakespeare lazy? Did he leave out this exciting action to shorten the play? 

No, he had good reasons to keep that action offstage. By doing so, he eliminated 

material unnecessary to prove his premise. Also, by not showing what happens 

next -- by skipping that scene and jumping ahead to what happens weeks later in 

Denmark -- he maximizes the plot's dramatic impact. 

So, on stage and screen, some scenes are left out for good storytelling reasons. 

Nonetheless, notice that Shakespeare puts the lion's share of the story in 

immediate scene on stage. He relates only bits of it through narrative 

summary. Indeed, think how boring a play or movie would be if many things 

happened offstage and the characters just told us about them! 

So most of a story on stage or screen is immediate scene (or dramatic form), 

and some is narrative summary (or narrative form). In a novel, there's no set, so 

a third mode of conveying information is necessary: description. 
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Readers prefer immediate scene as much as a theater audience does. In fact, to 

get published today, the bulk of a novel's text must be immediate scene, with 

brief narrative summary only when appropriate, and with brief descriptions 

brought to life by filtering them through a character's viewpoint. 

Immediate scene plays in the reader's imagination. That's the novelist's stage or 

screen. Now, if we're to write to the imagination, we must first understand how it 

works. 

Imagination 

We process words as language in the frontal lobe of the brain. We do it the way a 

computer processes computer language. As we mature, we become increasingly 

able to process words another way, too: as raw stimuli. This happens as we 

accumulate a vast store of experiences in memory farther back. They are 

networked words, images, sounds, and so forth -- a relational database. 

We use this farther-back part of the brain to visualize. It's the image-ination. It 

develops through use, so it doesn't fully develop until a person is in her or his 

mid-twenties. That is, it doesn't fill in with gray matter (an intricate network of 

connections among brain cells) till then.  

Let's see how words work on each of these parts of the brain.  

If you ask a teenager whether eating a cockroach is a good or a bad idea, she 

has no knee-jerk reaction to the question. That's because she processes your 
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sentence as language, in the front of her brain. Considering that brain cells 

transmit information at hundreds of feet per second, she takes much longer to 

come up with an answer than an adult does. And she doesn't have the same 

reaction to the question that an adult does. She just matter-of-factly replies that 

eating a cockroach is a bad idea. In contrast, an adult does have a knee-jerk 

reaction to the question. He not only responds much more quickly, he screws up 

his face and says, "Yuck!" 

Why? Because he doesn't process your words as language in the front of the 

brain. Your question lights up brain cells farther back, in the area that houses the 

imagination. So, he doesn't analyze the question, he experiences it: He sees a 

cockroach, feels its mushiness inside, and feels its skittering legs clawing his 

tongue.  

Children have imaginations, too. But their imaginations haven't yet accumulated 

a vast store of experiences to reference and aren't yet networked with words. So, 

you can't stimulate a child's imagination the way you can an adult's. (That's why 

children's books need pictures.) If that teenager does imagine eating a 

cockroach, she doesn't do so automatically, as a knee-jerk reaction: she must 

make a conscious effort to imagine eating one. Even then, she won't have as 

vivid an experience as an adult does.  

Experts think this is why teenagers and children show "poor judgment." Adults 

may make no greater effort to think before acting, but they automatically imagine 
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an act before doing it. They therefore see what could go wrong and get this 

warning in a way that has much greater impact that pure logical analysis would.  

And so, if words don't stimulate the imagination, they are processed as language 

in the front of the brain. 

As a fiction writer, that vivid experience in the imagination is what you're after. 

You must write in a way that stimulates it. You must write in a way that makes 

the reader unaware of the words on the page, a way that makes him visualize the 

story as if it were taking place on a stage or a screen in his mind. Doing so sucks 

him into your story so that he becomes absorbed in what we call the Fictive 

Dream. This is like a daydream, except that you, the author of the story, make it 

up.  

How to Show Instead of Telling 

How do you write to the imagination? Well, here's how you don't:  

He was nervous. 

Now, here's how you do:  

He drummed his fingers on the table. 

You process the first sentence in the frontal lobe of your brain. You process the 

second in your imagination. That's because, in the second, I gave it something 

visual and auditory to work with. That sentence made you see and hear his 
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fingers drumming on a table. In the first sentence I told you he was nervous. In 

the second, I showed you he was nervous. Hence the adage: show instead of 

tell.  

Here's another example of how to show instead of tell:  

He told her to shut the door. 

"Shut the door," he said. 

In the first sentence I tell you that he told her to shut the door. In the second 

sentence I show you that he told her to shut the door. You process the first 

sentence as language in the frontal lobe. You process the second quicker, in 

your imagination, where you see and hear him telling her to shut the door. 

Those were simple examples. Here is another that shows how to give the 

imagination enough to work with so the reader "gets the picture."  

She came out of the Metro before the Cathedral of Notre 

Dame and approached it. The sound of its bells was 

deafening. 

She came up into sunlight before Notre Dame's dizzying 

facade, where the deafening thunder of its bells shook the 

ground. But she walked right through the downward 

reverberating sound without it altering the beat of her heart. 
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Which account would you rather read? Which puts you there?  

Tricks of the trade can help you spot and fix places where your writing tells 

instead of shows. They can also help you enhance the reader's experience by 

making it more vivid. But memorizing these tricks won't give you that last sample 

of prose. Only your imagination can. You need a lively imagination both to know 

what stimulates imagination and to vividly imagine a scene yourself. For, as 

Shakespeare often said, imagination is what distinguishes those who write well 

from those who don't. 

Degrees of Showing 

Some words show more vividly than others. Consider the evolutionary sequence 

of sentences below. 

  

1st She hit the ball. Doesn't show. 

2nd She hit the tennis ball. Shows a little.  

3rd She hit a forehand. Shows better. 

4th She whacked a topspin forehand down the

line. 

Shows vividly. 

5th She finally ended the point by rolling the ball

crosscourt with a grunting roundhouse

swing. 

Shows more 

than one thing. 
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The first sentence speaks in generalities too broad to suggest a picture. We don't 

know whether she hits a baseball, a softball, a volleyball, a tennis ball, or 

perhaps even a basketball. 

The second sentence is still vague, but it does give the imagination just enough 

to work with. So, we vaguely see her with a racket hitting a tennis ball. Yet we 

don't know whether she's hitting a forehand, backhand, volley, or serve. Chances 

are that, by default, we'll see her hitting a forehand. But this may not be an 

accurate picture. 

The third sentence gives us a definite picture. But nothing else. 

The fourth sentence brings the picture to life with a precise verb. This sentence 

shows vividly because it shows how and where she hit the ball. It also begins to 

involve us with the character by giving us a sense of her feelings. We can see 

that she isn't engaged in a lazy Sunday-afternoon hit. She wants something (to 

win) and that makes her interesting.  

The fifth sentence shows even more vividly because it also describes her swing 

and because it involves us more intimately with the character. In fact, it 

characterizes her, not just her shot, by showing her great determination and 

effort. The author of the last sentence needn't tell you that she is a competitive 

person who plays aggressively with great determination and effort: the author 

shows you that. 
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What gradually improved those five versions of that sentence? A progression 

from generalities to specific, particular, concrete details.  

When the Author’s Voice Intrudes 

As the author of a story, you are like the wizard of Oz. From behind a curtain, you 

create, project, and manipulate the illusion of the Great Oz in your reader's 

imagination. It’s a spell. Don't break it. So, let Oz do all the talking... straight to 

the imagination. 

Your writing is then projecting a movie onto the screen of the reader's 

imagination. Having this experience on the other side of the curtain, she's 

unaware of you. If any information comes from the author instead of a character 

(including the narrator), she hears your voice coming from nowhere. That 

intrusion interrupts the Fictive Dream (i.e., breaks the spell) and ends suspension 

of disbelief, just as when Toto the dog exposed the Wizard of Oz by pulling aside 

the curtain he was hiding behind. Poof -- the end of the Great Oz.  

(Yeah Toto!) 

Visit Kathy Krajco's website at: http://www.operationdoubles.com/lighthouse-blog/ 
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Let the Outline Flow 

By Lenny Kraft 
© 2006, Lenny Kraft 

 

Outlines: some writers hate them, some writers love them. 

I learned early on that I belong to the second group: before I start writing, I want 

to know what's ahead. If you are reading this article, chances are that you at 

least think an outline might be useful in your work. Perhaps you have already 

discovered which style of outline suits you best, or perhaps you are still trying to 

figure out how to discover your kind of outline. If that is the case, you are where I 

was for a long time. I experimented with a number of different approaches, such 

as the line-per-scene outline, the action-and-motivation-per-scene outline, and 

the phase outline (http://fmwriters.com/Visionback/Issue%2015/phase.htm). 

None of them felt really comfortable, and eventually I figured out why: all of these 

methods forced me to break down the story into pieces that felt too small. I don't 

think in scenes or in phases. For me, the smallest unit of the story is longer, more 

along the lines of a chapter. And once I'd realized this, I soon worked out my own 

approach to outlining, the one that finally feels natural. 

For the sake of ease and having a nifty name, I am going to call it the flow 

outline. The flow outline might help you if you often get stuck deciding where one 

scene ends and the next begins. It could also guide you into putting just the right 

amount of detail into your outline -- not so much as to bloat it, but still enough to 
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easily visualize the action. Finally, and this might surprise you as it did me, it's 

fun. Outlining is not just a chore for me anymore, but a part of the creation 

process that I actually enjoy. 

If you have decided to give the flow outline a try, here is what to do. 

Imagine you're talking about your story to an interested listener. 

That's basically it. Just talk about it and retell what happens. Not in the same 

detail as in the actual manuscript, but enough so that your listener understands 

what's going on. Here is an example from the story that I'm currently working on: 

Chapter 13: Braron POV. They arrive in one of the front-line cities. As all 

these cities are built the same way, Braron, with Enariel in tow, quickly finds 

the house of the commander. He asks to be let in and after waiting for a 

moment they enter. The commander is sitting at a map table and looking 

rather condescending. Braron explains that he is here to catch an ork, and 

the commander counters that the king has never given an order like that 

before. Braron gets angry, but before he can give a fierce reply, Enariel cuts 

in. He and the commander greet each other like old friends and Braron 

understands that the commander was trained by Enariel. He also learns 

that they haven't had an attack in two weeks and are expecting the next one 

any day. Braron feels slighted because they don't pay attention to him, and 

so he interrupts and asks where they can stay. The commander tells him to 

ask the quartermaster. So they go to the quartermaster, who assigns them 
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a room for two. Braron gets angry again, because as a noble he deserves a 

single room, but Enariel sharply reminds him not to quarrel in front of the 

common soldiers. Embarrassed, Braron accepts the arrangement, but vows 

that he will get back at the elf for that. They go to their room and unpack 

their gear... 

It's not much of a narrative, but somehow it flows, doesn't it? You can leave out 

everything that isn't vital. I don't have to describe the setting here, or cite the 

dialogue. I just want to get across the gist of the conversation. However -- and 

this is where the imaginary listener comes in again -- you may want to make sure 

that you have all the really good bits covered. After all, the listener shouldn't miss 

out on the little gems in your story, should she? A stunning turn of phrase. A 

special dress someone might wear. A real zinger in the dialogue. Everything that 

you want to put in, but might forget between the outline and the first draft. 

While you're talking about your story, you can insert breaks whenever they feel 

natural. For me, it's usually shifts in time, place, or point of view. They might be 

actual scene breaks, but I don't think about that. I treat a break in the flow outline 

as a chapter break, and it's working well for me. 

I have so far outlined two novels in this way, and each time the result was a 

clean and intuitively appealing structure that translated easily into the first draft. 
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I hope that this article will entice you into giving the flow outline a try the next time 

you feel stuck. Or maybe it will even help you discover your very own approach 

to outline writing. 

Let it flow!  
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Writing in Syn 

By E. F. Tobin 
© 2006, E. F. Tobin 

 

I haven't misspelled "sin" in the title; "syn" is short for synesthesia -- have you 

ever heard of it?  The word comes from the Greek "syn" (together) + "aisthesis" 

(perception), and means perceiving things with more than one sense (1).  For 

example, I perceive the letter "B" as dark silver.  Synesthesia is a neurological 

condition but not a disease; unusual but not abnormal.  And it can be a 

tremendous help when writing,,whether you have it or not. 

Almost Everyone is a Synesthete 

Though research is not that widespread, theories abound about how synesthesia 

(or "syn") develops and why it becomes more intense in some people than in 

others.  The theory that makes the most sense to me is the one that says that 

everyone is synesthetic from birth, with all the different sensory neurons 

"intermingled" in the brain (2). This theory posits that infants perceive everything 

at once, and as they learn, neurons gradually specialize and the senses start to 

separate from one another.  But in some people they seem to separate less than 

in other people.  Why?  That's the part no one seems to know. 

But it stands to reason that if we all start out synesthetic, some vestiges of it 

probably remain in many of us.  And as writers, we're even more tuned into 
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synesthetic responses and phrasing than most people.  Have you ever seen a 

character's voice described in terms of a texture -- thick, gravelly, watery, etc.? 

Or a taste -- syrupy, bitter, salty? Have you ever described a voice using any of 

those adjectives yourself, in your own writing? 

Chances are you have, somewhere.  And chances are you've identified with 

those kinds of phrases and known exactly what they meant just from your own 

life experience.  Those are examples of sound-to-touch and sound-to-taste 

synesthesia.  Yep, I bet you're a synesthete. 

Whether you're thinking "wow, am I really?" or "boy, I don't know about this," I 

encourage you to visit Mixed Signals (3).  There are scores of different types of 

syn (see the "List of Conceivable Types" at http://www.mixsig.net/about/list.php), 

and MixSig is an excellent synesthesia resource that can help you determine 

whether -- and to what degree -- you have certain types.  You may have more 

than you think.  I did. 

How to Use Synesthesia in Your Writing 

The key to using syn effectively as a writer is remembering that it is uniquely 

yours -- and that it is a tool.  More often than not, it illuminates things your 

subconscious has been working on. 

For instance, in one of my short stories, my main character and his sister had just 

found two safety-deposit box keys taped to a 2 x 4 stud in a wall they were 

tearing out.  The only verb I could find that seemed to accurately convey all parts 
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of the look they exchanged was "raspberried."   Obviously you won't find this one 

as a verb in Webster's latest tome.  But to me, the flavor of raspberry is just so 

quick and fleeting, with such a hint of "did you see that?" that I couldn't help 

myself.  But who ever heard of a look raspberrying between two people?  I tried a 

bunch of different wordings, each seeming more awkward, messy, and just-not-

right than the last.  In the end it won out, and I wrote the sentence as "A look 

raspberried between them."  That gave me the courage to let other syn reactions 

shine through in that first draft, too -- reactions I was used to censoring before 

they ever hit the page -- and an interesting food theme gradually appeared, one I 

likely wouldn't have known was there if I'd censored my word choices as usual. 

Most of those syn-generated word choices did not survive revisions, simply for 

clarity's sake for the poor reader (see below).  But the food theme added another 

layer, another dimension to the story -- an unexpected one! 

We've all seen the advice to "give yourself permission to write badly," especially 

in a first draft.  You can also give yourself permission to write synesthetically.  

You may be surprised at some of the words that come to you from syn 

responses, and over time you might learn that some things you might otherwise 

chalk up to "bad writing" are really synesthetic. 

Don't Go Nuts With It, Though 

I gave my "raspberried" story to my writing buddies for feedback without saying a 

thing about synesthesia.  I wanted to see how my word choices held up by their 
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own merits.  As it turned out, not very well.  I got a lot of flak for those word 

choices.  As mightily as it stung, though, I was glad for the feedback. 

Why didn't most of my syn word choices work?  They weren't adequately 

explained in context.  I was experimenting with voice, and while things like "dark 

chocolate nostalgia" and "as oakily as he could" sounded fine to me, they just 

confused my writing buddies.  (One said it sounded like I'd been talking to Ned 

Flanders -- "oakily dokely!")  They were left understanding the plot -- mostly -- but 

not feeling satisfied with the story as a whole. 

But the "raspberried" phrase went over pretty well, because I'd put it in context.  

My characters had just made a strange discovery, and I'd established that their 

relationship was laden with in-jokes and private words.  That foundation, along 

with the overall feel of the story as a whole, drew a clear enough picture that the 

unusual word didn't necessarily yank readers out of the story, scratching their 

heads. 

No matter how well woven-in they are, too many syn-response word choices can 

still clutter up your story and make it confusing and meaningless to anyone who 

isn't you.  If you're writing solely for yourself, that's one thing, but if you hope to 

touch others' hearts and minds with your words, it's another.  Use syn responses 

as the tools they are, to improve and deepen your writing -- in subtle ways. 

Okay -- But What If I Don't Have Synesthesia at All? 
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Then fake it!  I'm serious, fake it.  Make up a syn-sounding reaction off the top of 

your head and include it in your story.  Make up lots of them.  Remember, even 

made-up responses have to come from somewhere, and that somewhere is your 

own subconscious.  It'll still be you showing up in your words, still you uncovering 

cool, unexpected themes and layers you didn't realize were there, didn't even 

know to look for. 

Try writing your next story in syn.  It offers so many benefits with little, if any, risk, 

and it's tons of fun!  Then, when you're done, you can see if the story as a whole 

elicits a syn response of its own.  (Like this article.  I had planned it to be vanilla 

caramel, but it turned out to be one of the yellowest things I've written in a long 

time.)  You never know what might give you your next great idea. 

Cited resources: 

(1)  http://psyche.cs.monash.edu.au/v2/psyche-2-10-cytowic.html 

(2)  http://www.sci-con.org/articles/20021030.html 

(3)  http://www.mixsig.net 
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Writing for the Trades 

By Scott Warner 
© 2006, Scott Warner 

 

The mantra frequently repeated to the hopeful writer is "write what you know." 

But what do you know? That's the burning question, but the answer is simple: 

more than you think. If you are a professional, writing for trade magazines may 

be a good place to start. 

Trade magazines are those published for a particular profession. They offer 

industry advertising, classified listings, and informative articles. They may be 

published monthly or bimonthly, on the web or paper or both. They provide a 

perfect venue for professionals to share expertise, although they are unlikely to 

be read outside a given profession. Trade magazine editors may encourage 

professionals to contribute articles. 

My experience is a case in point. I'm a hospital laboratory manager in Maine. In 

1998, I helped to implement a computer system in a laboratory, and I found what 

I thought was a unique solution to a problem. Advance for Medical Laboratory 

Professionals is a bimonthly trade magazine with a circulation of 50,000. Would 

they be interested in an article about my solution? I wondered. 

I looked at the magazine's masthead, called the telephone number for Merion 

Publications, and asked to speak to Betty Mooney, the editor of the magazine. I 
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didn't think that I was being bold at the time. Rather, I reasoned that she would 

be interested in a unique perspective to solving a common problem. As a 

professional, I knew what I wanted to talk about, so my end of the conversation 

would not be tentative. But I didn't have any idea what I would encounter when 

and if I talked to an editor. I had an impression that editors are harried, gruff 

people with little time for chit-chat, probably because I'd watched too many 

episodes of Lou Grant. 

I reached Betty and explained why and what I wanted to write about. To my 

delight, Betty was cordial and receptive to the idea. We talked for a half hour or 

so, and she clearly outlined how the article should be written. She was interested 

and helpful, and left the writing of the article to me with a deadline date. She 

even gave me the contact information of another writer working on a similar 

article. 

I've since written for several trade magazines and found other editors to be just 

as eager to find good content. I offer the following tips that may apply to other 

professions. 

• Write in a conversational style. Do not write to impress.  

• Do your homework before writing the article. Give the reader unique 

information or a unique perspective. Content is more important than 

writing skill.  

• Include data if applicable, but don't reinvent the wheel if a better study has 

been done elsewhere.  
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Keep in mind, also, that as a member of a profession you're likely to know your 

audience. In fact, you're likely to be a typical member of your audience. There is 

no need to talk down to or try to impress people who you know. Write the article 

as though you are writing for you.  

Writing for trade magazines is a start, and so is writing what you know. Once 

begun, it's easy to write about what you know. But it's just that -- a beginning. Are 

there other trade publications in related professions? Are there other magazines 

with a wider audience that might accept similar ideas? Or, should you write next 

about what you don't know? Those are the next questions after this first step. 
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Technology for Writers:   

The Price of Obsolescence 

By Mary Winter 
© 2006, Mary Winter 

 

I'm kind of a technology geek, but I wasn't always this way.  Instead, I used to 

chant the mantra, "all I need is a word processor that can surf the internet."  

Then, as technology changed and the publishing industry changed with it, I 

realized I needed more – much more. 

For years, I carried around an old, clunky IBM Thinkpad 760EL laptop.  It ran 

Windows 98 and had Microsoft Word, AOL IM, and Outlook Express on it. I 

thought I was happy.  Then I discovered such things as web site development, 

jump (or pen) drives, and wireless internet.  Now, Old Faithful has become Old 

and Outdated.  I used to operate on dial-up at the painfully slow speed of 26.4 

kbps.  Why? Because I couldn't justify the expense of high speed internet.  At 

least, not until it took me two hours a day to download and handle all my email. 

The explosive growth in technology confuses even those of us in the IT industry.  

For the average layperson it can be a twisting labyrinth from which there is no 

hope of escape.  However, every writer needs to make a concerted effort to 

understand technology and the impact it has on his or her writing.  Why?  

Because working with obsolete technology has a high price. 
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The largest price obsolete technology extracts is in lost productivity.  Above I 

mentioned the time it took to read and download my email.  Those two hours 

could have been spent, and now are spent, writing -- not waiting for the email to 

filter into my mailbox.  With the advent of faster processors and high speed 

internet, computers and communications work at a much faster speed than ever 

before.  Slowness isn't the only aspect of older technology known for eating time. 

Different versions of software require files to be converted between versions or 

even platforms.  The conversion time, whether it's saving a WordPerfect or 

Microsoft Word file into rich text format, or dealing with differing versions of the 

same software, isn't used productively.  Some file conversion is necessary in the 

publishing industry and can't be avoided, but it can be minimized. 

As hardware ages, it needs to be replaced or upgraded.  I wanted to add a USB 

port to my old Windows 98 laptop so I could use a small jump drive and transfer 

much more data than I could using floppy disks. The drive is also less prone to 

corruption than a floppy disk.  Two hours and twenty dollars later, I learned that 

my laptop was too old to do what I wanted it to do.  Again, obsolescence rears its 

ugly head. 

Countless wasted hours and much frustration have resulted from people just like 

me trying to force old, outdated equipment to do something new.  Browse the 

"Computers & Networking" category on Ebay.  You see not only complete and 

working computers for sale, but also pieces, parts, adapters, and more.  Sure, a 

large amount of it goes to people who want to build their own systems, or replace 
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a component; however, much of it goes to people just like me using an outdated 

system. 

As writers our time is best spent writing, not fighting with old equipment.   

One of the common objections to upgrading (I know, I used this one myself) was 

the high cost.  Options for internet access, the backbone of any good computer 

system, vary from dial-up providers such as AOL or Earthlink to cable or DSL 

high speed internet.  The price varies, with low-cost dial-up providers such as 

Netscape and PeoplePC providing service far below the cost of other carriers, 

and high speed connectivity costing as much as five times the price of these low-

cost carriers.   

This monthly cost pales in comparison to the cost of purchasing a new computer 

system.  Individual hardware or software components may cost less.  However, 

for writers, whose already-tight budget includes promotion and other writing 

related costs, the cost of upgrading can be prohibitive. 

But what about the cost of using out of date technology?  If you can and it doesn't 

impact your writing, then why not?  Many people have used older computer 

equipment without any problems.  If it doesn't affect you, then there's no reason 

why you can't continue as you always have.  But my own experience is that 

eventually the cost will catch up.  Instead of waiting for it to hit you, it's time to be 

proactive and determine exactly what your technology needs are and make plans 
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to bring yourself to the level where you need to be.  And that’s the subject of my 

next article, performing a technology audit. 

(This is the first of three articles.  The next will be in the March/April issue of 

Vision.)  
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Market Report:   

Mar's Market Report #13 

By Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

© 2005, Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

 

Publication announcements from members of online writing communities are 

valuable resources for writers at the beginning of their careers. Though the 

communities may contain members at many levels of publication, overall, 

markets listed in these announcements tend to be open to new writers. 

All the markets presented in this column came from a publication 

announcement. I receive announcements from various sources including Vision; 

The Critter's Workshop; Online Writing Workshop for Science Fiction, Fantasy, 

and Horror; and the SF and Fantasy Workshop. These announcements are all 

available online. They list markets at varying levels of payment or reputation 

so, if you use these resources, be careful to research the market yourself 

before submitting. Even the list below should be used as a signpost rather than 

a definitive answer about any market because situations do change. Reputable 

sites such as www.ralan.com are good places to get the latest news. Ralan's 

and Quintamid Market Database have been known to have information not yet 

listed on the publisher website. However, always check the publisher's 

guidelines as well. 
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While not all the markets that appear in this column offer "pro" rates, they all 

provide some compensation.  In my opinion, offering payment is an indication 

of the editor/publisher's commitment. In many cases, markets with some 

compensation are more likely to stay around because they have considered the 

economics of running a publication. 

Genre Science Fiction and Fantasy 

Title The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction 

Editor Gordon Van Gelder 

Address 
Fantasy & Science Fiction 
P.O. Box 3447 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 

Sub Email None 

Specifics 
Looking for character-oriented stories that will appeal 
to both science fiction and fantasy readers. They 
receive more fantasy than science fiction or humor. 

Requirement Up to 25,000 words 

Payment $0.06-$0.09 (6 to 9 cents) per word 

URL for site http://www.sfsite.com/fsf/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.sfsite.com/fsf/glines.htm 
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Genre Speculative Poetry 

Title Illumen 

Editor Tyree Campbell 
Erin Donahoe 

Address None 

Sub Email illumensdp@yahoo.com 

Specifics 

Looking for good, original speculative poetry that takes 
the reader on an adventure through a different 
perspective or to a different time and place. Reprints 
are accepted, but only two or so per issue. Articles 
must be about speculative poetry while only reviews of 
speculative poetry collections are accepted. 

Requirement 
No more than 100 lines preferred for poetry. Articles 
between 500 and 2000 words. Reviews between 500 
and 1000 words. 

Payment 
Poems: $0.02 (2 cents) per word for originals, $0.01 (1 
cent) per word for reprints. Articles: $10 original and 
$5 reprints, Reviews: $6. 

URL for site http://samsdotpublishing.com/illumen/cover.htm 

URL for 
guidelines http://samsdotpublishing.com/IllumenGL.htm 
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Genre Speculative Fiction 

Title Aberrant Dreams 

Editor Joseph W. Dickerson 
J. Lonny Harper 

Address None 

Sub Email See guidelines. Specific by genre. 

Specifics 

Looking for science fiction, fantasy and supernatural 
horror with solid plots and good character development. 
This market prefers new themes or old ones with a new 
twist. 

Requirement Stories up to 9,999 words 

Payment $0.03 (3 cents) per word up to $100 

URL for site http://www.hd-image.com/aberrant_dreams/index.htm

URL for 
guidelines 

http://www.hd-
image.com/aberrant_dreams/submission.htm 
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Genre Fantasy 

Title Fantasy Magazine 

Editor Sean Wallace 

Address 
9710 Traville Gateway Drive # 234 
Rockville, MD 20850 
U.S.A. 

Sub Email primebooks@gmail.com 

Specifics 
Looking for any form of fantasy that is geared to the 
intelligent genre reader. Does not reply if the story is 
rejected. After 60 days, assume a rejection. 

Requirement Stories between 1000 and 8000 words 

Payment $0.02-$0.03 (2 to 3 cents) per word on a sliding scale 

URL for site http://www.fantasy-magazine.com/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.ralan.com/sfpro/listings/fantasym.htm 
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Genre Dark Speculative Fiction 

Title Dark Energy Speculative Fiction 

Editor 
Jerry J. Davis, Publisher 
William Ledbetter, Associate Publisher 
Various guest editors 

Address None 

Sub Email darkenergy.editor@gmail.com 

Specifics 

Looking for character-driven, dark stories that are not 
horror and include topics such as the end of the world, 
religion and hard science. The goal of the magazine is 
to provide a showcase for new or little known talent. 
Submissions should be addressed to "Dear Editor" 
because of the number of guest editors. 

Requirement 
Prefers 9,999 and lower but will consider longer stories 
if perfect for the market. 

Payment $20 per story and the possibility of PayPal donations 

URL for site http://www.darkenergysf.com/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.darkenergysf.com/guidelines.htm 
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The Research Shelf 

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2006, Lazette Gifford 

 

History 

Daily Life in Medieval Times 

Frances and Joseph Gies 

Barnes and Noble Books 

ISBN 0-7607-5913-8 

Many people are acquainted with 

the work Frances & Joseph Gies 

have done in the field of medieval 

studies.  Their credentials for this 

work are impressive, especially the years devoted to material for the 

Encyclopedia Britannica. This volume, available through Barnes and Noble, 

combines three of their popular works into one lovely and well-illustrated book. 

  

The book includes: 
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• Life in a Medieval Castle  

• Life in a Medieval City  

• Life in a Medieval Village  

These works are invaluable for anyone who is writing a historical fiction book or a 

fantasy book set in a medieval-like setting. 

If you want to get the essence of life right for your novels, these books (either 

singly or in the one volume reviewed here) are indispensable resources that can 

help you with everything from the background for tournaments to the making of 

ale in small villages.  Adding just a few realistic touches gleaned from these 

books can make the difference between a mediocre world and one that comes 

alive for the reader. 

These two passage comes from page 279, and a chapter titled Big Business: 

Feudal dues, guild regulations, princely prerogatives and ecclesiastical dicta 

notwithstanding, the western European businessman of the thirteenth century 

makes money -- often a great deal. There are two main avenues of fortune, the 

cloth trade and banking.  Very commonly the two are combined by a single 

entrepreneur.... 

Records are kept on wax tablets.  parchment, a seal, half a dozen quills, ink and 

ribbon or cord supply the tools of correspondence.  When a merchant writes a 

letter, he closes it with his seal affixed to a ribbon or cord.  Most business letters 

are written in French, but sometimes correspondence is in Latin and occasionally 
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in Italian, or even a more exotic tongue, in which case the assistance of a 

professional scribe may be required.... 

This book will more than pay for itself in tidbits of information that will make your 

stories come alive with details. 

Science 

Genome: the Autobiography 

of a Species in 23 Chapters 

Matt Ridley 

Perennial 

ISBN 0-06-093290-2 

You don't have to agree with 

everything Matt Ridley says in this 

book to find it fascinating and filled 

with inspiration.  This is one of the 

most easy-to-read science books 

that I've come across, with a wonderful combination of science and anecdotes 

about scientists and how they found their answers.   
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Genome is an excellent choice for science fiction writers who want to make their 

future humans different from today's breed.  Quite often science fiction writers 

concentrate on the technology side of their world and either ignore human 

changes or gloss over them.    We are living in an age where changes are 

possible, and considering such changes may give your book that added little 

spark to the story -- or in may engender entire stories all on its own.  Genome is 

also an excellent starting point for creating humanoid aliens or genetically 

mutated clones. 

Quote from Chapter 14: Immortality 

Ageing is turning out to be one of those things that is under the control of many 

genes.  One expert estimates that there are 7,000 age-influencing genes in the 

human genome, or ten per cent of the total.... 

And this quote from Chapter 1: Life 

anything that can use the resources of the world to get copies of itself made is 

alive; the most likely from for such a thing to take is a digital message -- a 

number, a script or a word. 

(Which makes me think that a computer virus is alive....) 

There are odd little bits and pieces of material scattered through the book that 

might just be what you need to add a new level to your science fiction tale 
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Book Review  

The Creative Habit By Twyla Tharp 

(with Mark Reiter) 

Reviewed by Erin Hartshorn 
© 2006, Erin Hartshorn 

 

Book Review: The Creative Habit 

Reviewed by Erin Hartshorn 

We are frequently told of the need to write every day, to make a habit of it. The 

how-tos are often summarized as "butt in chair, hands on keyboard," or other 

equally pithy remarks. In The Creative Habit, Twyla Tharp goes quite a bit 

further. This book, published in 2003, delves into why habits work, how memories 

fuel creativity, where ideas come from, and what one can do when one falls into 

a rut rather than a groove. She explores her own creative history, as well as 

habits of friends (such as Maurice Sendak) and historical figures (such as 

Leonardo da Vinci). 

The first chapter, "I walk into a white room," begins with Ms. Tharp working on 

choreographing a new dance. The white room -- no music, no sets, no dancers -- 

is the choreographer's equivalent of a blank sheet of paper or an empty file on 
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the computer. She discusses how the hard work she's done in the past helps her 

to move into the work of a new creation. 

In succeeding chapters, she discusses the importance of ritual -- "automatic but 

decisive patterns of behavior." These function as the first steps that move us past 

that moment when we might decide to flip on the TV or surf the Internet or 

whatever else we might find to draw us from the creative act. She gives 

examples of rituals -- Stravinsky playing a Bach fugue each day when he entered 

his studio, a painter playing pounding music to create, her own calling a cab to 

take her to the gym. 

Rituals move us past our fears. She discusses her five biggest fears and how 

she combats them. This chapter introduces the first exercises in the book -- 

essays that require the reader to think and respond. Some don't need any 

answers, such as "Build up your tolerance for solitude," but Ms. Tharp explains 

why she believes each is conducive to a greater practice of creativity. Not every 

exercise will resonate with every reader. Her suggestion in "give me one week 

without" of going without looking in a mirror for a week struck me as unfeasible. I 

need to put in contacts, take them out. It's a reflex to look when I brush my teeth. 

However, I do applaud the principle of giving up things to decrease distractions 

and find out what's truly important in my life. (A similar idea is used in The Artist's 

Way, where Julia Cameron tells readers to go for a week without reading 

anything. I had problems with that, too.) 
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The quiz to explore one's "creative DNA" is long and detailed. I still haven't 

completed it, but the answers I have found so far have helped me look at my 

creativity in new ways. From here, she talks about memory, and then on to how 

she remembers and organizes her material. (She throws everything related to 

any single project into a labeled box.) She talks about scratching for ideas, 

planning for work, over-planning, and things that derail our best-laid plans: 

perfectionism and obligation, and using the wrong structure or wrong materials. 

She even gives a recipe for getting out of a creative rut. It sounds very simple, 

but the first step, "Identify the concept that isn't working" is often a lot easier said 

than done. Her example of realizing her dance troupe was driving in the wrong 

direction because of the location of the sun is fairly simplistic compared to 

figuring out why the scenes in my outline do not work for the story any longer. 

Her example for challenging assumptions, on the other hand, is cute: Paul 

Newman telling the producers that he wanted to be Butch, not Sundance. That 

changed the way the film was shot. 

An exercise that I find useful is titled "Build a bridge to the next day." A way to do 

this is to stop in the middle of a sentence, but that's not necessary. One only has 

to know what's coming next. That's Hemingway's trick. Ms. Tharp's version is to 

stop rehearsal before everyone's exhausted. Leave on a high note, with energy, 

rather than burning out and having nothing for the next day. I haven't got the 

practice down pat yet, but with repetition, I can make it a habit. 
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The last two chapters deal with failure and the long haul. She talks about the 

importance of failing -- preferably in private -- and of knowing how to recognize 

and recover from it. One of the chapters includes a lengthy discussion of 

problems associated with Movin' Out, which might be of interest to Billy Joel fans. 

(The conception of the show is discussed earlier in the book in sections on 

finding ideas and organizing material.) The juxtaposition of these chapters 

highlights the need for recognizing mistakes and embracing the possibility of 

failure if one wants to establish a creative career. 

Careful study of this book and use of its exercises can help us establish the habit 

of writing every day. Then, we can stare at that blank document on the computer 

without being intimidated and let our fingers dance across the keys. 

The Creative Habit: Learn It and Use It for Life (A Practical Guide) 

By Twyla Tharp with Mark Reiter 

Simon & Schuster hardback published 2003. 
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Website Review: 

Agent Query 

By Shana Perry Norris 
© 2006, Shana Perry Norrs 

 

http://www.agentquery.com 

So you've written your novel. You've toiled over the revisions and now it's the 

best it can be. Your novel is ready to make its world debut. 

Now what? 

Agent Query  aims to help writers with the part that comes next: finding an agent 

and getting your work out in the public eye.  This website boasts a searchable 

database of over 700 literary agents. Best of all, the site is completely free to 

use. The agents listed include fiction and nonfiction in a wide variety of genres, 

so you're certain to find one that suits your needs. 

The front page of Agent Query highlights recent updates to the agent database 

and explains what updates have been made. If an agent is new to the database, 

a note under Comments will say so. Other updates might include noting that an 

agent is no longer accepting e-mail queries or is working only with previously 

published authors. 
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To delve deeper into the site and search the database, there are two options. 

The easiest method is to use the Quick Agent Search found on the left side of 

any page. You can type in a keyword and select a genre from the fiction or 

nonfiction lists or select only a genre without entering a keyword. Click the Quick 

Search button and you'll instantly be given a list of results that fit your needs. 

If you'd like to search two or more genres at once or would like to narrow down 

your search to agents that fit specific criteria, click the Full Search link. On this 

search page, you can enter keywords to search by and select several genres in 

both fiction and nonfiction.  In addition, you can limit your search to only 

members of AAR, agents who accept email queries, and those who are actively 

seeking new clients. 

Once you hit the search button, you'll see a listing of results that match your 

search criteria. The top right corner displays how many pages your search 

resulted in. For instance, if you select "Fantasy" from the fiction list and then click 

search, you'll be given 12 pages of agents representing this genre (at the time of 

this writing). With eight agents listed on each page, that's at least 88 potential 

agents for your fantasy novel. (The last page of results may contain fewer than 

eight listings.) 

The search results display as a brief bio of each agent. Click on the Full Profile 

link to see more information, such as special interests, submission guidelines, 

other links pertaining to this agent, and previous sales. 
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All of this valuable information is right at your fingertips in an easy to use format. 

If Agent Query had stopped right there, most writers would be happy with their 

offerings. But the site also provides other resources for writers. You can read 

advice on writing queries or submitting to agents. Other pages list links to major 

publishers, indie presses, and a selection of literary magazines. The site has also 

collected links to other sites of interest to writers. 

With all of this information wrapped up into one website, Agent Query is a 

resource you're certain to use again and again in your quest for publication. 

Agent Query-- http://www.agentquery.com 
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New on the Shelves! 

Forward Motion for Writers has many published authors as members.  Here are 

just a few of the currently available materials that they have had published: 

Lazette Gifford's current publications include: 

Between a Rock 
and A God's 
Place 

Andromeda 
Spaceways Inflight 
Magazine 

Issue # 21 

  

Available here  

Peter T. Cat's 
Christmas Tale: Cat 
and Mouse Games 

The Twelve Cats of 
Christmas 

Whortleberry Press 

(Cover Art by Lazette 
Gifford) 

Available here  
Blood of the 

Clan 

SpirosBlaak: 

Treasure Trove 1

And Available at 

the SpirosBlaak site: 

Available here   

 

Illuminated 

Manuscripts  

Edited by Lazette 

Gifford 

(And including her 

story, Gift of the Nile) 

(Cover art by Lazette Gifford) 

Available Here 

Other Forward Motion Writers 
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appearing in the anthology are Cheryl 

Peugh with The Northwatch and Fred S. 

Dubson with A Dragon's Tale. 

  

 

Holly Lisle's novels, available in bookstores and online: 

 Last Girl Dancing 

By Holly Lisle 

Midnight Rain 

By Holly Lisle 

 

Talyn  

By Holly Lisle 

  

Create a 

Character Clinic 

Available soon at 

HollyLisle.com 
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Tamara Siler Jones' novels, available in bookstores and online: 

Treads of Malice 

by Tamara Siler 

Jones 

  

Ghosts in the 

Snow  

by Tamara Siler 

Jones 

  

  

 

Wen Spencer's novels, available in bookstores and online: 

A Brother's Price 

by Wen Spencer 

Dog Warrior  

by Wen Spencer  
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Tinker 

by Wen Spencer 

Wolf Who Rules 

by Wen Spencer 

  

 

C. E. Murphy's novels, available in bookstores and online: 

Urban Shaman 

by C.E. Murphy  

Including Banshee 

Cries 

by C. E. Murphy 

The Cardinal Rule  

by Cate Dermody 
C.E. Murphy (Site Member cemurphy) 
will also be releasing a second urban 
fantasy series through her publisher 
Luna Books. The first title will be Heart 
of Stone, available late 2007 in mass 
market paperback. This new series will 
be released concurrently with her 
Walker Papers series.  
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Left Horse Black 

by S.J. Reisner (Site Member Stephjr)  

is available at your local bookstore or from the ArcheBooks in 
ebook and hardcover. 
 
  

   
 

Terry L. Kepner (Site Member TKepner)'s first book, Extrasolar Planets, A 

Catalog of Discoveries in Other Star Systems, is now available from 

McFarland & Company, Inc. at  

http://www.mcfarlandpub.com/book-2.php?isbn=0-7864-2405-2  

 

Kristen Howe (Site Member angelscribe) has been very busy with her poetry.  

Blisters was published on Languageandculture.net in December 
 
Well Matched and Serendipity, will appear in the summer 2006 issue of Love's 
Chance 
 
Fullosia Press also published her poem Remission in their November issue: The 
Survivor 
 
Piano, an acrostic poem, will appear in the March 06 issue of The Shepherd.  

  

 

Gisele LeBlanc (Site Member Gisele L) has several successes to announce this 

period.  
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Her story, Dragon's First Flight, appeared in the December issue of KidVisions 
 
A poem, A New Journey, is included in the Friends Talking anthology published 
by Tangerine Sky 
 
Another Tangerine Sky publication (tentatively named "Itty-Bits of Bliss") will 
include her poem, In My Imagination, with accompanying artwork.  

  

 

Richard S. Crawford (Site Member rscrawford) sold his short story, Who 

Remembers Molly, to The Harrow for their January issue. It is the first sale in his 

"Mollyverse" series of stories. This story has been accepted simultaneously for 

the Room 636 anthology and will appear in both places.  

 

Erin Hartshorn (Site Member Erin_M_H) debuts in Clash of Steel: Book Two - 

Assassin from Carnifex Press with her short story Snake In The Grass.  

The anthology is available here: http://carnifexpress.net/store.php  
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Submissions 

One of the fun aspects of working on Vision is helping a new writer find an article

subject, and then helping them through the steps of refining the idea and writing 

and editing it.  However, as I pointed out previously, I have less time to do that if I

have to rework too many articles just to fit the guidelines.  

Vision generally runs, in the PDF version, between 160 and 200 pages. That's a 

lot of material to edit, format, and make into three distinct versions (html, PDF

and Palm) every two months.  

So, here are the things I want the rest of you to consider when you're writing an

article for Vision:  

Read the guidelines and follow them. If you have a question about the 

guidelines, email me at zette@cableone.net and ask. 

Don't write an article and send it off without proofing. In fact, read it more than 

once.  Let it sit for a day or two, even if you are running late. I would rather have 

a well edited late article than a messy one sent on time. 

Don't worry about the theme of the upcoming issue and think that your article

won't fit in.  I want anything that has to do with writing, from how you think up a 

story to finding a proper pen. 

If you love writing and have anything at all that you can offer to other writers,
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consider writing 500-2000 words for one of the upcoming issues.   

Have favorite writing-related books or web sites that you think could help fellow 

authors?  Consider writing a short review of them. I am especially in need of web 

site reviews! 

Did I mention reading the guidelines? 

 

Writing for Vision is a lot easier than most people assume, and a few of our

writers have gone on to sell material they first published in Vision, or to use the 

'sale' as part of a resume to get a job at some other publication.  

So, let's work together and get the next issues done.  

Oh, and do go read the guidelines...  

I am interested in all facets of writing, from first-person experience articles to 

genre-specific how-to’s and informational articles about your area of 

specialization – whether that be history or science or nursing or long-distance 

running – and how and where your specialty can be used correctly by writers. 

Write something that will help other writers, and I'll be interested in taking a look.

Starting in 2004 Vision will pay half a cent per word for articles.  That's not much 

money, and I'm going to be asking a lot for that half cent -- both ezine rights as 

well as the right to publish anything we choose in a POD 'Best of' Anthology at 

the end of the year.  By printing the anthology, we hope to make back the funds 
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that I will be putting into Vision to buy the articles and perhaps even make 

enough to fund the following year's article acquisitions. 

I will be limiting the number of articles bought, and 2000 words ($10) will be the 

cut off point for payment.  All the other guidelines remain the same.  I will be 

looking for articles on theme-related, general writing and genre topics.  If you 

have some suggestion that you think might help another writer, consider writing it 

into an article and submitting it to Vision. 

We strive to maintain professional standards.  Manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors as you can 

make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft form. We will not welcome 

massive rewrites of a piece after we have accepted it – when we accept it, we 

consider it pretty close to finished, and will only edit it to our standards. If we feel 

that it need massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

If you have any questions, or wish to query about an article, email  

Vision@lazette.net  

Please note that Margaret Fisk is now the Features' Editor and will handle all the 

review articles.   

Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words with 2000 words as the 'soft' top.  I'm 

willing to go over that count if the article needs it, but payment stops at 2000 
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words.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a country that 

does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in the email.  That will 

stop me from making several 'corrections' before I realize they aren't 

mistakes.    

PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME AT THE TOP OF THE 

DOCUMENT.  I hate having to go search through emails, checking 

attachments, to figure whose article I'm actually reading.   

Title 

By 

Your Name 

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman, Verdana 

or Arial, 12pt.  

Double space your manuscript.  

Do not indent . 

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf files, and 

as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect allows .rtf saves, 

doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will do, although (at least in the 

4.5 version I have), this program also allows for an .rtf file save.   
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A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics like this: 

*before and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: _before and after 

anything in bold._  If you cannot do attachments, use the body of the letter 

as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are doing a Word 

doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an underline to indicate 

italics. (This is not common submission procedure, but it's far easier for me 

since I can cut and paste to my wysiwyg web page editor.)   

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites indicates a 

link, and people often send emails to say the link is not working.  Use italics 

or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s and publishers for all books mentioned or reviewed.  Do 

this by adding the title, author, publisher  and ISBN# at the bottom of the 

file.  The same is true for articles -- be certain to cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: Turn off the 'smart quotes' option in 

Word, which can be found under Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs 

AutoFormat while you type AND Autoformat.  Also uncheck the symbol 

replacement for --.  While Smart Quotes look really neat on the screen, they 

sometimes translate to funny little squares that cannot be taken out with the 
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'find-replace' feature, but have to be hunted down by hand.  If you are 

submitting anything electronically, you will very likely hear back from the 

editor on these.  And remember -- a lot of print publishers are now asking for 

electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving very good articles, and I hope that all of you look at 

the list of upcoming issues at the bottom of this page  and choose something 

you feel comfortable with writing about.  

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you would like 

to write an article on how to research romantic settings, the proper use of 

codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The genres we like to cover in each 

issue are:   

  Fantasy  

  Historical Fiction 

  Horror  

  Poetry  

  Romance   

  Science Fiction  

  Suspense & Mystery  

  Young Adult & Children  

  Young Writer's Scene 

I'm always interested in any writing-related articles! 
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Thank you!  

Lazette Gifford 

Managing Editor 

Questions?  Queries?  Submissions?  Email me! 
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